
DUBAI: A Saudi prince has been arrested after a video
emerged online purporting to show him abusing some-
one and pointing a rifle at another. King Salman ordered
the arrest and interrogation of the prince on Wednesday, a
day after short video clips were published on YouTube
and shared on Twitter showing what appears to be a rifle
pointed toward a man who is bleeding from the head and
pleading. One clip, viewed more than 760,000 times, also
shows 18 bottles of Johnnie Walker Red Label whisky dis-
played on a table and a wad of cash. The sale and con-
sumption of alcohol in Saudi Arabia is forbidden. Another
video clip shows a man sitting in a car, bleeding and being
cursed at for parking in front of a house. Another clip
shows what appears to be the prince punching and slap-
ping a man who is sitting on a chair. The clips went viral in
Saudi Arabia under an Arabic Twitter hashtag that said
“prince transgresses on citizens”.

Saudi Arabia’s state TV reported Wednesday that the
king ordered a full investigation into the incidents and the

arrest of Prince Saud bin Abdulaziz bin Musaed bin Saud
bin Abdulaziz, as well as any associates that appeared in
the clips. He ordered that no individual involved in the
case be released until a court has issued a ruling in line
with the country’s Islamic Shariah laws.

In the order, King Salman urged people to remain vigi-
lant in monitoring any exploitation of status or abuse of
power. After he issued the order, a video seen nearly a
quarter-million times showed the young, low-level prince,
dressed in a black t-shirt and grey sweatpants, handcuffed
and with his feet chained being escorted into a building by
security officers. While many Saudis wrote in support of the
king’s decision on Twitter, outspoken rights activist Moudi
Aljohani said the order actually points to how lax the
authorities are when it comes to royals. The arrest comes a
day after state media reported that a woman who was
filmed walking around a historic Saudi fort in a miniskirt
and crop top sparked outrage among conservatives for
defying the kingdom’s dress code for women, which

requires females to cover in public in long, loose robes. The
outcry prompted police to detain and question her for sev-
eral hours before she was released without charge.

While Saudi royals are given privileged status in the
kingdom, in addition to undisclosed monthly allowances
from the state, they are not immune to prosecution. In an
extremely rare event, the kingdom executed a prince last
October who had fatally shot another man. Saudi Arabia
has one of the highest rates of executions in the world.
Since ascending to throne in 2015, King Salman has
branded himself a “decisive” leader. He has fired ministers
caught on video being rude or insulting citizens. He also
fired a senior royal court official who was filmed slapping a
photographer.

Before becoming king, Salman served as the governor
of the capital, Riyadh, and as defense minister. A leaked
2007 US Embassy memo said he “is often the referee in
family disputes”. He also reportedly oversaw a prison for
wayward royals in Riyadh. —AP
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KUWAIT: US Ambassador to the coun-
try Lawrence Silverman lauded
Kuwait’s strong role in supporting
regional peace and security, a state-
ment said yesterday. This praise came
during a meeting between Deputy
Prime Minister and Minister of Interior
Sheikh Khaled Al-Jarrah Al-Sabah and
Ambassador Silverman, said the state-
ment by the Ministry’s Public Relations
and Media Department.  

During the meeting, Minister
Khaled Al-Jarrah reaffirmed that rela-
tions with the US were strong and
deep-rooted, hoping that both coun-
tries continue to explore ways to
enhance them even further. Silverman,
on his part, stressed the importance of
meetings between Kuwaiti and US
officials to coordinate efforts. —KUNA

US envoy lauds Kuwait’s 

support of regional peace

KUWAIT: Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Interior Sheikh Khaled
Al-Jarrah Al-Sabah meets US Ambassador to Kuwait Lawrence
Silverman. —KUNA

Shaab Park closed
KUWAIT: Shaab Park was closed yesterday for unknown
reasons. A source at the entertainment park confirmed the
closure, but could not provide a reason for the closure or
confirm how long the closure would last.

KUWAIT: British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher weighed the
idea of sending special forces to Kuwait during the 1990-1991 Iraqi
occupation. According to an article in the Guardian newspaper cit-
ing newly released Downing Street papers, Thatcher studied a plan
to send supplies to the besieged British embassy in Kuwait City via
SAS-style raids.

According to the report, Percy Cradock, Thatcher’s veteran for-
eign affairs adviser, was asked to investigate the possibility of
using military special forces to provide food and other life sustain-
ing necessities to British diplomats trapped inside the embassy.
“Outside, the embassy is under the surveillance of guards. Kuwait
City itself is dense with Iraqi infantry. The occupants reckon they
have supplies to last 50 days (about the end of October with
reduced communications activity). After that they will need water,
food and fuel,” Cradock reported back to Thatcher. 

“We looked at the possibility of resupply of our embassy by
means of a military operation. This has been carefully examined in
the Ministry of Defense and the military view is that the hazards in
relation to benefits would be excessive. Kuwait and its approaches
are heavily defended. There are mines on the beaches and plentiful
air defense. The sea approaches are patrolled by Iraqi fast boats. We
have no available submarine and a sea approach would involve
bringing a destroyer or frigate dangerously close to shore,” he said.

British diplomatic staff were eventually moved to Baghdad in
December 1990. The US-led coalition assault, known as Operation
Desert Storm, started the following month, in January 1991, to
drive the Iraqis out of Kuwait.
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Iraq airports open 

to Kuwaiti flights

BAGHDAD: All of Iraq’s airports are open to Kuwaiti
commercial flights, which will offer facilitations for
the arrival of jets from the neighboring country, Iraq’s
Transportation Ministry said on Wednesday.  The calls
were made after both countries signed a cooperation
agreement in the field of air transport in December
last year.

In a statement, the ministry said that Iraq’s second
largest airport, Basra International, in particular, operates
according to the ‘open skies’ agreement, which allows a
free-market environment for the global airline industry.
Commenting on the announcement, ministry spokesman
Salem Mousa told KUNA that the move illustrates the
state of openness between both countries in the field of
commercial aviation and outlines their commitment to
the development of transport cooperation.

Transport between the neighboring countries has
recently increased, Mousa said, adding that it has now
become mandatory to back this growth with tangible
action on the ground, through the creation of further
bilateral cooperation prospects. —KUNA

US ends laptop 

ban on Middle 

East carriers
DUBAI: The United States has ended a four month ban on passengers
carrying laptops onboard US bound flights from certain airports in the
Middle East and North Africa, bringing to an end one of the controversial
travel restrictions imposed by President Donald Trump’s administration.
Riyadh’s King Khalid International Airport was the last of 10 airports to be
exempted from the ban, the US Department of Homeland Security (DHS)
confirmed in a tweet late on Wednesday local time. Middle East carriers
have blamed Trump’s travel restrictions, which include banning citizens
of some Muslim majority countries from visiting the United States, for a
downturn in demand on US routes. In March, the United States banned
large electronics in cabins on flights from 10 airports in the Middle East
and North Africa over concerns that explosives could be concealed in the
devices taken onboard aircraft.

The ban has been lifted on the nine airlines affected - Emirates, Etihad
Airways, Qatar Airways, Turkish Airlines, Saudi Arabian Airlines, Royal
Jordanian, Kuwait Airways, EgyptAir and Royal Air Maroc - which are the
only carriers to fly direct to the United States from the region. A ban on
citizens of six Muslim-majority countries - Iran, Libya, Somalia, Sudan,
Syria, and Yemen - remains in place though has been limited after several
US court hearings challenged the restrictions. “The aviation industry has
been trying to come together with a united message to governments
and stakeholders about regulation and supporting the industry,” said Will
Horton, senior analyst at Australian aviation consultancy CAPA. “That was
dealt a first blow from the travel ban and then a second from the large
electronics ban.” 

Leading industry group the International Air Transport Association
(IATA) criticized the laptop ban as ineffective, as security experts argued
that militants could travel to the United States via Europe or elsewhere
where the restrictions didn’t apply. The restrictions were imposed as
major US carriers American Airlines Group, Delta Air Lines and United
Airlines resumed their campaign against the Gulf carriers Emirates, Etihad
and Qatar Airways by pressuring the new US administration to renegoti-
ate its open skies agreements with the United Arab Emirates and Qatar.
However, US and Middle East officials said the campaign and the travel
restrictions were not related. US officials lifted the ban after visiting the 10
airports in Egypt, Morocco, Jordan, the United Arab Emirates, Saudi
Arabia, Kuwait, Qatar and Turkey over the past three weeks to confirm
new security measures announced last month were being implemented.

On Thursday, the US issued a revised directive to airlines around the
world in response to requests that it clarify aviation security measures
scheduled to start taking effect this week. The new requirements include
enhanced passenger screening at foreign airports, increased security pro-
tocols around aircraft and in passenger areas and expanded canine
screening. They affect 325,000 airline passengers on about 2,000 com-
mercial flights arriving daily in the United States, on 180 airlines from 280
airports in 105 countries. —Reuters


